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Specifically formulated for use in fire and smoke restoration situations, Vaportek offers “S.O.S.” Specifically formulated for use in fire and smoke restoration situations, Vaportek offers “S.O.S.” Specifically formulated for use in fire and smoke restoration situations, Vaportek offers “S.O.S.” Specifically formulated for use in fire and smoke restoration situations, Vaportek offers “S.O.S.” 
as an alternative to the proven 3X Industrial fragrance. The pleasant as an alternative to the proven 3X Industrial fragrance. The pleasant as an alternative to the proven 3X Industrial fragrance. The pleasant as an alternative to the proven 3X Industrial fragrance. The pleasant ———— yet powerful and  yet powerful and  yet powerful and  yet powerful and 
effective effective effective effective ———— fragrance makes it ideal for treating smoke odors in homes, vehicles or other  fragrance makes it ideal for treating smoke odors in homes, vehicles or other  fragrance makes it ideal for treating smoke odors in homes, vehicles or other  fragrance makes it ideal for treating smoke odors in homes, vehicles or other 
occupied areas, as well as enhancing the work environment for restoration specialists.occupied areas, as well as enhancing the work environment for restoration specialists.occupied areas, as well as enhancing the work environment for restoration specialists.occupied areas, as well as enhancing the work environment for restoration specialists.    

The S.O.S. formulation is available in the HD Standalone Cartridge, cartridges for the The S.O.S. formulation is available in the HD Standalone Cartridge, cartridges for the The S.O.S. formulation is available in the HD Standalone Cartridge, cartridges for the The S.O.S. formulation is available in the HD Standalone Cartridge, cartridges for the 
Restorator, membranes for the VaporShark and Portable Industrial units, EZRestorator, membranes for the VaporShark and Portable Industrial units, EZRestorator, membranes for the VaporShark and Portable Industrial units, EZRestorator, membranes for the VaporShark and Portable Industrial units, EZ----Disks, as well as Disks, as well as Disks, as well as Disks, as well as 
Ecoz WaterEcoz WaterEcoz WaterEcoz Water----Soluble Odor Controller Concentrate Soluble Odor Controller Concentrate Soluble Odor Controller Concentrate Soluble Odor Controller Concentrate ———— for a complete smoke treatment “system”! for a complete smoke treatment “system”! for a complete smoke treatment “system”! for a complete smoke treatment “system”!    

Put S.O.S. to the test on your next smoke restoration project and see for yourself how Put S.O.S. to the test on your next smoke restoration project and see for yourself how Put S.O.S. to the test on your next smoke restoration project and see for yourself how Put S.O.S. to the test on your next smoke restoration project and see for yourself how 
effective and usereffective and usereffective and usereffective and user----friendly the special formulation can be!friendly the special formulation can be!friendly the special formulation can be!friendly the special formulation can be!    

Ideal for:Ideal for:Ideal for:Ideal for:    
� Protein FiresProtein FiresProtein FiresProtein Fires    

StoveStoveStoveStove----top grease fires, burned and top grease fires, burned and top grease fires, burned and top grease fires, burned and 
charred meat, or most fires where living charred meat, or most fires where living charred meat, or most fires where living charred meat, or most fires where living 
tissue or hair proteins are involved.tissue or hair proteins are involved.tissue or hair proteins are involved.tissue or hair proteins are involved.    

� Wood/Paper FiresWood/Paper FiresWood/Paper FiresWood/Paper Fires    
Attic fires, fireplace puffAttic fires, fireplace puffAttic fires, fireplace puffAttic fires, fireplace puff----backs,backs,backs,backs,    
most trash can fires and generalmost trash can fires and generalmost trash can fires and generalmost trash can fires and general    
home fires where mostly the wood home fires where mostly the wood home fires where mostly the wood home fires where mostly the wood 
structure is involved.structure is involved.structure is involved.structure is involved.    

� Synthetic FiresSynthetic FiresSynthetic FiresSynthetic Fires    
Carpeting and upholsteredCarpeting and upholsteredCarpeting and upholsteredCarpeting and upholstered    
furnishings, electrical fires, and where furnishings, electrical fires, and where furnishings, electrical fires, and where furnishings, electrical fires, and where 
plastic materials have been burned.plastic materials have been burned.plastic materials have been burned.plastic materials have been burned. 

� Cigarette SmokeCigarette SmokeCigarette SmokeCigarette Smoke    
Homes, apartments, restaurants, Homes, apartments, restaurants, Homes, apartments, restaurants, Homes, apartments, restaurants, 
lounges, vehicles or wherever tobacco lounges, vehicles or wherever tobacco lounges, vehicles or wherever tobacco lounges, vehicles or wherever tobacco 
smoke is present.smoke is present.smoke is present.smoke is present. 
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“The product worked great, ridding the 
home of smoke odor, and the cinnamon 
fragrance made working in the environ-
ment much easier.” 

— F. Marshall, Prospect Builders 
 East Longmeadow, MA  

S.O.S. Restorator Cartridge······································#90-5150-85 
S.O.S. HD Standalone Cartridge································#90-2200-85 
S.O.S. VaporShark Membranes, 1/ea.·························#90-0953-85 
S.O.S. VaporShark Membranes, 5/pk.······················ #90-0953-85/5 
S.O.S. Portable Industrial Membranes, 4/pk.·············· #90-0926-85/4 
S.O.S. Portable Industrial Membranes, 12/pk. ···············#90-0926-85 
S.O.S. Ecoz Water-Soluble Odor Controller (Concentrate) 
   Gallons, 4/cs.··························································#90-1501 
   Five-Gallon Mini-Drum, 1/ea. ······································#90-1505 
EZ-Twist Housings, 12/pk.······························#21-7600, #21-7601 
S.O.S. EZ-Disk Elements, 12/pk. ·······························#34-7600-85 
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